This paper studies mortgage contract choice in US history using a first-of-its-kind sample of residential loans from 1930 and 1940, linked to the decennial censuses. Contract choices reflected borrowers' reactions to the risks posed by different contracts. The majority of borrowers chose contracts with the longest available terms, despite required frequent amortization, likely in order to avoid refinancing risk and to maximize leverage. In contrast, the most creditworthy borrowers with high socioeconomic status preferred short-term contracts, confident that they could refinance at will. The combination of short terms and frequent amortization was unpopular, used disproportionately by the least creditworthy. Between 1930 and 1940, contract use shifted toward longer term contracts, reflecting the advent of federal involvement in the residential mortgage market.
Introduction
This paper studies residential mortgage contract choice in United States history. Contracts with short terms, around 1-5 years in length, have all but faded away from the modern mortgage market, but were once commonly used, particularly before the Great Depression. The main goal of the paper is to understand why borrowers may have chosen short-term contracts instead of a mediumterm alternative of around 8-15 years, and in the process to elucidate why short-term contracts became uncommon in the post-war market.
The analysis uses a new dataset of mortgage loans outstanding as of 1930 and 1940, constructed from municipal land records in Baltimore, MD. I link these data to the 1930 and 1940 household censuses, which provide characteristics of the borrowers and their households. I also compile some credit history information from the land records.
Overall, no single contract was optimal for every borrower. Instead, borrowers chose contracts in the context of the risks they were willing to tolerate. I find that short-term contracts were the choice of the socioeconomic elite, but only if those contracts did not require regular principal payments. These well-off borrowers-with relatively well-paying jobs, big properties, live-in servants, good credit histories, and additional indicators of socioeconomic status extracted from the census and land records-likely had access to any contract they desired. I suggest that these borrowers were willing to take on the refinancing risk associated with short-term contracts because they viewed themselves as creditworthy and able to refinance at will if needed. In addition, these borrowers were able to avoid frequent principal payments, which were generally required on longer-term contracts but not necessarily on short-term ones. Given irregular income from businesses they owned, many of these borrowers may have valued the option to pay down their loans at a pace of their own choosing, or not at all.
In contrast, contracts that combined short terms with frequent principal payments tended to be used by the least creditworthy borrowers. In addition, black borrowers were slightly more likely to use such contracts in the raw data. In both cases, the use of such contracts was likely less the result of a choice among contracts and more the result of difficulties in accessing other contract types. The least creditworthy borrowers, such as those who had maxed out their mortgage credit and taken out additional chattel loans on furniture inside their houses, were likely seen by lenders as too risky for long terms or infrequent payments. Black homeowners also faced severe discrimination in credit and housing markets in this period.
Finally, medium-term frequently amortized contracts were the choice of the masses. These choices likely reflected borrowers' preferences to avoid refinancing risk, even as they took on the requirement to make frequent principal payments, which could pose risks for those with uncertain income streams. In addition, the widespread use of these contracts likely reflects the preference of lenders to require frequent amortization by borrowers with average credit quality. Indeed, contemporary discussions describe amortization payments as a useful way to monitor and maintain contact with borrowers whose creditworthiness was otherwise relatively opaque. Likewise, the lenders who made these loans tended to be small-scale neighborhood lenders, arguably more able to observe soft information about borrowers.
Contract choice was also influenced by a number of other factors, including interest rates and leverage. Some short-term contracts carried slightly lower interest rates, and medium-term contracts generally featured higher leverage, likely driving some of the choices in the data. Yet, the basic patterns described above persist within subsets of loans with limited leverage, or with the same interest rate. Moreover, interest rate dispersion was relatively low, and borrowers could always obtain higher leverage through multiple mortgages. Another factor that is often central to modern treatments of mortgage contract choice is interest rate risk. This risk was not a major influence on choices up to 1930, though, given low interest rate volatility and a monetary regime tied to the gold standard. Between 1930 and 1940 , borrowers reduced their use of short-term contracts. At least some of this shift is certainly attributable to policies introduced by the federal government-which became involved in the nonfarm residential mortgage market for the first time during the Depressionto subsidize or otherwise encourage longer-term contracts. These policies were motivated by the realization of refinancing risk during the financial crisis of the Depression, which also could have directly caused borrowers to change their preferences away from short-term contracts regardless of federal policy. Another explanation for this shift could be that preferences changed, as borrowers may have taken refinancing risk more seriously after being pressured for repayment on shortterm loans during the Depression. Yet, the most pronounced shift away from short-term contracts occurred among borrowers with high socioeconomic status, who as a group also recorded relatively low foreclosure rates. Instead, it is likely that these borrowers switched to long-term contracts only once sufficiently long terms were available. Indeed, in the 1920s short-term contracts commonly extended far past their stated durations in practice, allowing for de facto longer terms but subject to a high degree of refinancing risk since they became callable at any time after maturity. Borrowers reduced their use of this arrangement, though, once long-term contracts became available. The results also show willingness by high socioeconomic status borrowers to stray from the vanilla long-term contract. This result is similar to the findings of Amromin, Huang, Sialm, and Zhong (2011) , that sophisticated borrowers were more likely to choose complex mortgages during the mid-2000s housing bubble.
Data and Background
The interwar period was a dramatic one for the housing market. House prices advanced significantly during the 1920s and then plummeted during the early 1930s, perhaps by about one-third or more. Nonfarm homeownership likewise trended up during the early 20th century in the US, peaking before the Depression. It then fell during the 1930s amidst a major foreclosure crisis and reduced household formation. While urban homeownership had become increasingly common during the 1920s, as of 1930 there was essentially no federal government policy aimed at supporting it. Therefore, as the mortgage market expanded to meet the demands placed on it during the 1920s, a patchwork of lenders and contracts evolved without much direction from policymakers. This patchwork market exposed borrowers to a variety of risks, most of which were largely dormant during the prosperous 1920s, but no longer during the exigencies of the 1930s. While the main limitation of these data is that they capture loans in only one city, they represent a significant advancement beyond existing data. The only other data set containing individual mortgage loans in the pre-Depression 1920s or 1930s is a dataset constructed by the NBER in 1947.
Unfortunately, that data has some sampling biases and contains no information about borrowers. . The only involvement of the federal government came through through its regulation of nationally chartered banks. National banks were small players in the mortgage market, in part because of fairly tight limits placed on them by statute. In particular, total exposure to real estate lending was limited to a small fraction of banks' capital. National banks wrote only short-term loans, as by law until 1927 they could only write mortgage loans on nonfarm properties with terms of one year or less. In 1927, the limit was raised to 5 years, and then raised further in 1935 to 10 years, or longer if insured by the FHA. These laws also regulated other contract characteristics, especially the loan-to-value ratios. State banks were able to be more involved in mortgage lending, depending on state law. See Behrens (1952) . 2 The NBER data have bias due to the survey being conducted in 1947, and due to the exclusion of several categories of lenders.
3 I use the IPUMS preliminary complete count census data; see Ruggles, Genadek, Goeken, Grover, and Sobek Table 1 displays a breakdown of the sample by type of contract associated with the first mortgage loans. The most common contract in Baltimore was the medium-duration frequently amortized loan. These loans also nearly always carried a fixed interest rate and full amortization of a magnitude that would extinguish the loan by the end of the term. Here, I define a duration as medium if it has a maturity of more than 7.5 years. In Baltimore, the most common durations were 8 or 10 years. (In other parts of the country, terms of about 12 years were relatively more common, and it's not clear why Baltimore differed on that front, beyond a divergence in the long-term evolution of its lenders dating back to the 19th century.) 4 (2017). The 1950 complete count census data are not yet available. In principle, the analysis could be extended backwards to 1920 and before. However, since a large amount of new construction took place during the 1920s, extending the analysis back to 1920 would probably require resampling in 1920. In contrast, new construction was limited between 1930 and 1940. The most common reason for the match between the land records and the census to fail is that the census and the land records positively identify different people as owning the house. Usually this appears to be because the resident is purchasing the house on a sales installment contract, so that they do not yet own the deed and therefore would not show up in the land records, even though they occupy the house and might consider themselves owners when asked. Often, such occupants do eventually acquire the deed in the land records. Otherwise, for a small number of properties I cannot find any owners at all in the land records, probably because of a filing error in the land records. The final sample excludes one mortgage that was unreadable due to faulty preservation, and any households that were purchasing their homes through installment contracts. 4 Contemporary sources describe most borrowers with weekly amortization as choosing to pay it on a monthly basis. See "Home Building and Owning Encouraged in Baltimore," Baltimore Sun, 11 June 1922. I abstract in this paper from the exact mechanics of amortization used. Rose and Snowden (2014) discuss in detail the types of amortization used by building and loan associations. The predominant method prior to the Depression involved the creation of a sinking fund, into which a borrower would make payments which would be invested in the equity of the association. The loan would be extinguished once the sinking fund reached the principal value of the loan. Borrowers would therefore pay interest on the full amount of the loan for its entire life, but would also receive dividend payments on their sinking funds. Baltimore associations, however, had largely abandoned this form of amortization by the 1920s. Other contracts had short durations. I define a duration as short if it was 7.5 years or less, though Figure 1 shows that, in Baltimore, one and three year contracts were most common. Some of these loans had amortization requirements, while others did not. In addition, the amortization was sometimes on a frequent basis (defined as quarterly, monthly or weekly), and sometimes less frequent.
(Generally, interest payments on loans with amortization were required at the same frequency as the amortization payments, and were semiannual or annual on loans without amortization.) Upon maturity, a short-term contract generally could either be refinanced into a new loan or carried as a demand loan at the willingness of the lender, with payments of interest continuing at the same rate and frequency. In practice, it was common for loans to persist far past their stated terms.
The choice to continue on a demand basis would have exposed borrowers to the risk of their loans Most often they implemented amortization using the "drop-share" method, in which borrowers would buy shares one by one, and once each equity share was bought it would be used to extinguish an equal amount of the loan, i.e. the share would be dropped. Elsewhere this was more commonly known as the "cancel and endorse" method, referring to the cancellation of part of the loan in return for the share being endorsed over to the association. Direct reduction is the more modern form of amortization, in which each payment directly reduces the outstanding principal. There is little economic distinction between the direction reduction, drop-share, and cancel and endorse methods. The direct reduction method became standard by the end of the 1930s. The old sinking fund method lost much popularity during the Depression, as it exposed borrowers to risk through their equity share investments, and those investments suffered greatly during the Depression. being called by their lenders. Borrowers nevertheless may have preferred to avoid formal renewals in order to avoid the fees associated with new contracts, and may have had informal agreements with lenders about how long their loans could remain outstanding. Similar practices appear to have prevailed in other cities as well.
5 Whatever the case, lenders appear to have generally conducted a prudential reassessment at maturity and annually thereafter. Finally, the Baltimore housing market had one unusual feature: the prevalance of leasehold properties. To this day, Baltimore has a large number of properties owned subject to long-term leases, typically 99 years with the option to renew, and therefore indefinite in practice. About two-thirds of of mortgaged properties in the data were owned as leaseholds. In economic terms, leaseholds are essentially a financing method, which in the data financed on average about 15 percent of property value. 7 A later section discusses how leasehold ownership may have affected contract choice in Baltimore.
Borrower preferences
In a 1934 survey of potential mortgage borrowers, 25 percent expressed a preference for short-term (defined as 3-5 year) unamortized contracts, while the rest preferred "long"-term (8-13 year) fully amortized contracts. 8 This paper seeks to understand the underlying factors that generated different preferences across borrowers. The basic argument of this section is that no single contract was optimal for every borrower. Instead, borrowers formed preferences by considering the importance for them of the risks presented by each of the contracts outlined in the previous section.
Risks presented by interwar mortgage contracts
In the 1920s and 1930s, the key risks to borrowers when considering mortgage contracts were refinancing risk and income risk. Refinancing risk applies to short-term contracts, which upon maturity require borrowers to refinance or continue on a demand basis. Therefore, borrowers carried the risk that a lender would call in their loan at maturity or some point thereafter. This may happen for several reasons, such as if the value of a borrower's house declined, causing the borrower's leverage to rise above a level acceptable to the lender; if a borrowers' creditworthiness fell; or if their lender desired to liquidate their mortgage due to some financial concern unrelated to the borrower.
Income risk applies to borrowers with uncertain income streams, who as a result may wish to avoid frequent amortization. Volatile income sources create the possibility that borrowers may not be able to satisfy frequent payments. For example, a borrower with seasonal income, or higher than average risk of unemployment, might prefer a loan with no amortization or infrequent amortization. 7 Residential leasehold properties are common in some foreign countries but rare in the US, primarily confined to Hawaii, rural Pennsylvania, and Baltimore. The annual payments required from the leasehold owner to the fee simple owner are known as ground rents. The term "ground" in "ground rent" is misleading, suggesting that the fee simple owner has some claim to the ground but not the structure, which is not true. 8 The survey was national in scope, with responses from 2,385 people in 100 cities. See American Savings and Loan Institute (1934) . Likewise, business owners or self-employed professionals may have relatively volatile income streams and therefore may prefer to avoid rigid amortization schemes.
Interest rate risk is a topic of much discussion today. Indeed, much of the modern literature on mortgage financing choices focuses on the use of fixed or floating rate contracts. Short-term contracts implicitly carry interest rate risk, as interest rates could potentially be higher when borrowers seek to refinance. However, interest rate risk was largely a non-factor in the 1920s, amid steady mortgages rates. I have not seen any substantial discussions of interest rate risk among contemporaries in the 1920s. To summarize how these risks applied to different contracts, Table 3 Contracts in the lower right of the table, with long durations and infrequent amortization, were rare. This is because lenders are typically unwilling to allow large debts to remain outstanding by contract for long periods with no reduction in the principal. That said, the Baltimore market actually offered one financing vehicle of this type, the leasehold estate, as described at the end of the previous section. Leasehold estates were quite popular, likely because they allowed for higher leverage while avoiding both income and refinancing risk. Typically, though, ground rents effectively financed only a small portion of the property value. Overall, since leasehold ownership imposes neither refinancing risk nor income risk on borrowers, it should not factor into contract choice.
Literature on contract choice
Much of the literature on modern mortgage contract choice focuses on the choice of fixed or floating rates, such as Coulibaly and Li (2009) and Barlevy and Fisher (2011) . Refinancing risk is not a factor in these studies, given long terms on either type of contract. Income risk is an important factor, though. Campbell and Cocco (2003) focus on income risk in particular. In their model, most borrowers prefer a floating rate to avoid paying the premium for a fixed rate, but if they have sufficiently volatile labor income they prefer fixed rates in order to avoid shocks to their payment sizes. Piskorski and Tchistyi (2010) also study households with uncertain labor income. They conclude the optimal contract is a combination of an interest-only mortgage and a home equity line of credit. These results help support the focus on income risk in this paper, and the Piskorski and Tchistyi results in particular are consistent with this paper's results, that borrowers with high income risk could prefer a short-term unamortized contract.
Scholars have also studied the role of financial sophistication in shaping contract choices, including the use of alternative mortgage products. One relevant finding from this literature is that financially literate borrowers often have a higher likelihood of using non-standard products, including interest-only mortgages, and taking on the risks accompanying them. Amromin, Huang, Sialm, and Zhong (2011) find this result in the US, and Cox, Brounen, and Neuteboom (2015) in the Netherlands, though Gatherwood and Weber (2017) find more mixed evidence in the UK.
These findings parallel the results of this paper, that relatively high socioeconomic status borrowers were more likely to use short-term interest-only mortgages. Though such mortgages were not a non-standard product in the 1920s, the commonality is the willingness of relatively sophisticated borrowers to take on the risks of interest-only loans.
Outside of households, contract choice is also a subject in the corporate finance literature. Of particular relevance, Flannery (1986) considers how asymmetric information affects debt maturity choices for firms. He concludes that, firms may choose to use short-term debt in order to signal to lenders their creditworthiness through their willingness to take on refinancing risk. Flannery's result again is consistent with this paper's findings that high socioeconomic status borrowers sort into short-term loans.
Lender preferences
Lender preferences of course also affect what contracts borrowers select, as fundamentally the contract is a joint choice between borrower and lender. Some historical sources suggest that lenders saw frequent amortization payments as a useful way to monitor and maintain contact with borrowers whose creditworthiness was otherwise relatively opaque. In particular, a discussion of Baltimore building and loan associations noted that their "close contact with the borrower" led them to accept higher borrower leverage than most other lenders. Indeed, Figure 2 shows an example of a Baltimore lender explicitly advertising different contracts for different types of borrowers: "the business man" and "the wage earner." The ad suggests business men would be interested in a "regular" contract, which was another term for a short-term unamortized contact. The ad also suggests wage earners would be interested in a "partial payment"
contract, which was a 10-year fully amortized contract.
9 HOLC papers, Box 89, "Building and Loan Associations."
4 Analysis of contract choice in 1930
Empirical setup
To analyze contract choice, I classify contracts into three types:
1. Short-term contracts of 7.5 years or less, with no amortization or infrequent (annual or semiannual) amortization 2. Medium-term contracts of more than 7.5 years, with frequent amortization 3. Short-term contracts of 7.5 years or less, with frequent amortization
This classification groups together short-term contracts that have infrequent amortization with those that have no amortization. The rationale is that both types are likely to pose smaller income risk to borrowers compared to more frequent amortization. The data contain virtually no loans that feature medium-term durations and no or infrequent amortization.
I estimate a set of three probit models, with the outcome of each model being a dummy variable representing the choice of each of the three contract types. The discussion of risks in the previous section suggests that measures of creditworthiness would be useful in an empirical analysis of contract choice. Credit reports for individuals did exist at the time, but I am not aware of an extant collection that would contain information on Baltimore mortgage borrowers. Instead, I construct two pieces of information related to credit history from the land records data: the number of previous mortgages on the same property, and whether the household used a chattel loan in 1930 or before. Chattel loans, in which borrowers used household possessions like furniture as collateral, are an indicator of a household reaching the end of its ability to raise credit. The number of mortgages provides some information on credit history. In Notes: Property frontage is measured in feet. The standard deviation of income is estimated using income information for the same occupations in the 1940 census, as described in the text.
Explanatory variables
particular, a very large number of previous mortgages might be an inidicator of borrowers straining to finance their house.
The major limitation of using the land records to construct credit history information is the infeasability of collecting information on people before they acquired the house which they owned as of the 1930 census. As a result, those who acquired their properties closer to 1930 will naturally have had fewer mortgages on that property, as it would be quite difficult to record what loans they had on previous properties. Including the year of purchase both adjusts for the relationship between tenure and the number of mortgages, and provides another measure of creditworthiness.
In addition, I use several pieces of information from the 1930 census that relate to socioeconomic status. These factors may correlate with creditworthiness, or a more general ability to obtain loans easily. Relevant measures available in the census include whether a household employs livein servants, the number of working adults living in the house, and the presence of boarders or renters. In addition, the age of marriage, or never having married, can indicate that the household head was economically capable of delaying marriage, yielding insight into economic status. In terms of income and occupation information, the 1930 census does not report income, but it does report occupation. As a measure of income, Ruggles, Genadek, Goeken, Grover, and Sobek (2017) estimate a median earnings by occupation, known as an occupational earnings score.
House values, as reported by households in the census, could also be an indicator of economic status, but would likely pose challenging interpretation issues. For example, house values could capitalize access to desirable forms of mortgage credit. Therefore, house values could endogenously reflect the availability of certain contract types. (Of course, this effect depends in part on the flexibility of the housing supply in areas with access to desirable mortgage credit; greater flexibility of supply would tend to diminish this price effect.) Therefore, instead of house prices, I use property frontage width as a proxy for the attractiveness of the property, a measure that should not capitalize on local economic opportunities.
The previous section also suggests that a measure of income volatility would be useful. Some information from the 1930 census may be correlated with such volatility, including whether a borrower is self-employed, and whether the borrower is an employer. In addition, I use occupational information to look at the within-occupation dispersion of incomes. Since income information is not available in the 1930 census, though, I calculate this measure using the occupation and income information in the 1940 census. 4.3 Simple differences across contracts Table 5 breaks down the summary statistics across the three types of contracts. Figure 3 shows some of these simple relationships graphically. The data show some strong patterns in which borrowers with markers of relatively high creditworthiness and socioeconomic status are more likely to use short-term contracts with no or infrequent amortization. These markers include no history with chattel mortgages, not having had a large number of mortgages, larger properties, higher incomes, fewer working adults in the house, not having been married young, higher property values, and employing live-in servants. Note that in Table 5 , zero borrowers with medium-term contracts had live-in servants, and every borrower with short-term frequently amortized contracts had an occupation. As a result, I
omit these variables from the probit models below when including them would perfectly predict contract choice.
Baseline results
The results of the probit models are reported in Table 6 . I report two different specifications, including and not including the marriage age variables, which reduce the sample size a bit given missing data. This baseline specification also excludes the occupational variables, which I analyze in the next section since they significantly reduce the sample. The results confirm the basic patterns that emerged in the summary statistics. Measures of relatively high socioeconomic status predict less use of medium-term contracts or more use of Notes: Each column is a separate probit estimation. The table reports the marginal effects on the probability of each column's contract, evaluated at the means of the independent variables. For dummy variables, the table displays the effect of a change from zero to one. This standard errors are clustered at the block level. The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
the short-term contracts with no or infrequent amortization. High status borrowers likely had the ability to arrange for the contract of their choice, and therefore the results suggest that the mediumterm fully amortized contract was not necessarily the most sought after contract for all borrowers.
In particular, the predictive power of the property size is statistically quite strong, with borrowers less likely to use a medium-term contract if they had wider properties. In terms of magnitude, a 0.5 log point increase in property width (say from 2.5 to 3.0, or roughly from 12 to 20 feet, the difference between a very narrow house and a larger than average rowhouse) is associated with about a 15 percent decrease in the probability of a medium-term contract.
Otherwise, households with chattel mortgage history were more likely to use frequently amortized short-term contracts, by about 10 percentage points. Households whose heads married relatively late (or never married) tended to use short-term infrequently amortized contracts. The results also show that households with more working adults are more likely to use medium-term frequently amortized contracts, consistent with theory. Each additional adult is associated with a 6 percentage point increase in the likelihood of choosing this contract. The number of working adults is a socioeconomic indicator, but could also relate to income risk. Income diversification from multiple working adults might lower expected income volatility and therefore increase a household's willingness to take on frequent amortization. The results concerning borrower race will be discussed in a subsequent section. Table 7 displays the results from including the occupational and income variables, again using a set of probit models. These variables were excluded from the prior analysis because missing information for many observations reduces the sample size. (In particular, many older borrowers report no occupation, likely because they are retired.) Except for the inclusion of the occupational variables, each specification includes the full set of baseline controls from Table 6 .
Occupational variables
The results in specifications A and B show strong predictive power for the occupational score.
Specification A includes the occupational score as a linear term, while specification B includes it more flexibly as quintiles. The latter specification suggests the effects are largely due to the highest occupational scores, as borrowers with occupations in the upper quintile are 28 percentage points more likely to have short-term infrequent amortization contracts.
Specification C indicates that self employed borrowers were more likely to use short-term infrequently amortized contracts. This result could be consistent with higher creditworthiness of such borrowers, for example if they have built up a successful business. The results could also reflect potential income volatility for the self employed, leading them to dislike frequent amortization.
In a specification including both the self employed variable and the oocupational score quintiles Notes: Each specification includes the full set of basline controls from Table 6 . Each column is a separate probit estimation. The table reports the marginal effects on the probability of each column's contract, evaluated at the means of the independent variables. For dummy variables, the table displays the effect of a change from zero to one. This standard errors are clustered at the block level. The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
(not shown), the self employed variable loses predictive power while the topmost occupational score quintile retains strong predictive power. This suggests that the mechanism underlying the predictive power of the self employed variable is largely through economic status.
Finally, specification D includes the occupational income dispersion variable, estimated from 1940 census data. The results indicate the variable has little predictive power over contract choices, though this result should not be taken too seriously given the poor measure of expected income volatility. Turning to industry information, Table 8 Of course, discrimation in the mortgage market pre-dated the federal government's intervention, though the federal government institutionalized it to a much greater degree. The data used in this paper from Baltimore cannot address the matter of redlining given the limited geographic variation. Nevertheless, the data do provide an opportunity to study differences in mortgage contracts along racial lines. In addition, the setting in 1930 means that the differences are not due to federal policy that promoted racial discrimination or the use of long-term contracts.
Raw summary statistics in Table 9 show that the share of black borrowers using medium-term contracts was about the same as the share of white borrowers. 11 However, the results from the baseline estimation in Table 6 suggested that black borrowers were about 17 percentage points less likely to use a medium term contract. These results are consistent with a line of thought in which black borrowers would have used medium term contracts even more than white borrowers, but discrimination prevented some black borrowers from obtaining these contracts while similar nonblack borrowers were able to obtain them. Of course, more information on creditworthiness and other borrower characteristics would strengthen this finding. The modern literature on racial discrimination in lending typically uses a host of creditworthiness controls, and lenders in 1930 certainly had access to more creditworthiness information than I have been able to assemble for the estimation.
Another element in the racial dynamics of mortgage lending was the exclusion of blacks by certain types of lenders. Table 9 shows very little interaction between black borrowers and savings banks, insurance companies, and commercial banks. These institutions were known as wellregulated and conservative institutions, but in the process of cherry picking the best credit risks, they appear to have avoided the city's black population. For example, Thon (1935) describes savings banks in Baltimore as generally making loans "on high class residential, church, or business property. The poorer residential sections of the city are avoided" (p. 69). Black borrowers instead were more likely to borrow from mortgage companies and building and loans, both of which were unregulated in Maryland. For borrowers exposed to refinancing risk on short-term contracts, the stability of their lenders was quite important. Lenders running risky business models may have been more likely to refuse refinancing at maturity because of poor financial condition.
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11 Note that the sample contains only white and black homeowners. A small number of other nonblack minorities owned homes in Baltimore at the time, but they did not end up in the sample. 12 The mortgage companies in particular operated fragile business models, dependent on wholesale funding. Many Additional data on racial aspects of mortgage lending in this era are scarce. The 1934 Financial Survey of Urban Housing (Wickens 1937 ) reports race-lender information for five cities. In these limited data, the most consistent difference along racial lines is that life insurance companies made relatively few loans to blacks, providing 12 percent of white borrowers' loans versus 4 percent for black borrowers. This is consistent with the pattern in Baltimore. Otherwise, the racial gaps across lenders exhibit different patterns across even just these five cities. National statistics from the 1940 census cover more cities, but they reflect developments during the 1930s including the Depression and federal policies. These data show a similar pattern to Baltimore in which commercial banks, savings banks, and life insurance companies provided 28 percent of mortgages for white borrowers, but only 13 percent for black borrowers.
mortgage companies in this period were dependent in particular on a wave of securitization that took place in the 1920s, in which the companies issued bonds direct to investors. All came under catastrophic funding pressure in the late 1920s, even before the onset of the Depression, when investors refused to buy any more of their bonds and demanded redemption at maturity of the bonds they held. The latter caused these mortgage companies to insist on payment at maturity from their borrowers, realizing the refinancing risk inherent in those short-term contracts.
Interest rates and leverage
The analysis thus far has focused on how income and refinancing risk affected contract choice.
Of course, other contract characteristics also affected contract choice. This section focuses in particular on interest rates and leverage. percent. Nevertheless, the limited variation in interest rates is is not random across contract types. Rates below 6 percent were generally only found in short-term infrequently amortized contracts. The lower interest rates could reflect lower risk premiums, which would be consistent with high creditworthiness borrowers sorting into those contracts. Lower rates would also be consistent with lower term premiums, though, given the shorter durations of the contracts.
This variation in interest rates, though limited, raises the question of whether the contract choices in the data are simply the result of some borrowers seeking lower rates. To address this, Table 11 displays a robustness check, repeating the baseline probit analysis but for the subsample of loans with 6 percent interest rates, the most common rate in the data. With no interest rate variation in this sample, the choice among contracts is necessarily driven by other factors. (I omit Notes: Both specifications include the full set of explanatory variables shown in Table 6 . Each column is a separate probit estimation. The table reports the marginal effects on the probability of each column's contract, evaluated at the means of the independent variables. For dummy variables, the table displays the effect of a change from zero to one. This standard errors are clustered at the block level. The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
the estimation for the third contract type, with short-term frequently amortized contracts, given the very low number of positive outcomes for this third group in the restricted sample.) The results are broadly similar to the baseline results, with log property frontage and occupational scores continuing to predict usage of short-term infrequently amortized contracts. However, the results show no predictive power for the number of working adults or age of marriage variables. For the borrowers using short-term contracts in this sample, low interest rates were not the reason. Instead, the only remaining advantages would be infrequent amortization, and potentially the relationship with certain lenders.
Turning to leverage, short-term loans tended to have stricter loan-to-value (LTV) ratio requirements than medium-term contracts. In Baltimore, LTVs on short-term contracts usually could not exceed 60 percent, whereas LTVs on medium term contracts could reach 70 percent. Lenders of medium-term contracts may have been more comfortable with the higher LTVs because of the amortization required by their contracts, which ensured the gradual reduction of debts over time.
The stricter LTV requirements on short-term loans may also reflect the institutional conservativism on the part of savings banks, commercial banks, and insurance companies, that offered such loans.
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In principle, it is not clear whether the leverage available on a first mortgage contract really imposed much of a constraint on borrowers, since a borrower could always take out junior mortgages.
Indeed, a borrower seeking both high leverage and infrequent amortization could be better off with the combination of an unamortized first mortgage and an amortized second mortgage, compared to a single large amortized first mortgage.
Nevertheless, as a robustness check, Table 12 
Junior mortgages
Thus far, the analysis has largely considered only borrowers' first mortgage choices. Of course, the first mortgage contract is just one part of a decision over how to finance the ownership of a property, which also includes whether to have a second or third mortgage contract, and the form of those contracts. For borrowers concerned about income or refinancing risk, second mortgage contracts can clearly pose the same risks, even if the risks would be more moderate in magnitude Notes: Each specification includes the full set of explanatory variables shown in Table 6 . Each column is a separate probit estimation. The table reports the marginal effects on the probability of each column's contract, evaluated at the means of the independent variables. For dummy variables, the table displays the effect of a change from zero to one. This standard errors are clustered at the block level. The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
given the smaller sizes of second mortgages.
With this in mind, column (1) of Table 13 displays the result of a probit estimation in which the outcome variable is a dummy for whether a borrower has any mortgage that contains frequent amortization. Column (2) shows the results of a similar estimation in which the outcome variable is a dummy for whether the borrower has any mortgage with a short term. In these estimations, I cannot include the chattel variable, as every borrower who had a chattel mortgage also had frequent amortization on at least one of their mortgage contracts. The results are again similar to the previous analysis. Notes: Column one shows results from a probit predicting a dummy variable that equals one if a borrower has any mortgage that requires frequent (greater than semiannual) amortization. Column two shows results from a probit predicting a dummy variable that equals one if a borrower has any mortgage with a short term. The table reports the marginal effects on the probability of each column's contract, evaluated at the means of the independent variables. For dummy variables, the table displays the effect of a change from zero to one. This standard errors are clustered at the block level. The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
Leasehold ownership
How did the prevalence of leasehold ownership in Baltimore, described in section 2, affect contract choice? Starting with the data, Table 14 shows some strong differences in loan contracts across properties owned as leaseholds or in fee simple. Leaseholds borrowers were much more likely to have medium term mortgages, and indeed building and loan associations in Baltimore were known for their greater willingness to loan on leasehold properties compared to other lenders. Some other lenders, particularly the conservative savings banks, insurance companies, and commercial banks, were reluctant to lend on leasehold properties because of lien priority issues, since leasehold obligees have first liens above any mortgages. Whether these lender preferences drove the mix of contracts in the data depends on whether leasehold ownership acted as a constraint on borrowers' abilities to obtain certain contracts, which in general is false. Rather than a constraint, leasehold ownership should be viewed as a choice by borrowers. A leasehold was a choice because leaseholds could be redeemed at the option of the leasehold tenant at a price fixed by law. The details of the redemption transaction are somewhat complicated, but essentially at the time of the 1930 census any lease created after 1884 or before 1925 was redeemable. The price of redemption was generally capped at a 6 percent capitalization.
Therefore, leaseholds should be seen as a financing method that borrowers could choose as part of a joint choice with any mortgage contract they might also enter into. Indeed, an optimizing borrower with a redeemable leasehold could obtain a contract with the lender of his or her choice by executing a redemption, essentially refinancing the leasehold in the process. A redemption would have been especially easy to arrange at the time of purchasing a home. The land records contain many examples of such redemptions.
Leaseholds were a popular form of financing because they imposed no refinancing risk and low income given that payments were required at only a semi-annual basis. In fact, they appear to have allowed borrowers to increase their overall leverage as well. For example, consider a $5,000 property. Without a ground rent, a homeowner might take out a first mortgage loan for 70 percent of value, or $3,500. Alternatively, the homeowner could created a leasehold estate by with a capitalized value of, say, $500, i.e. $30 a year at a 6 percent capitalization. At that point, the homeowner could take out a 70 percent loan on the leasehold estate, or $3,150 of the $4,500 value.
Altogether, then, the homeowner would have somewhat higher leverage, having financed $3,650, or 73 percent of the property value.
The takeaway from this discussion of leaseholds, and the discussion of leverage in the previous section, is that the pursuit of leverage likely was a motivator for many to choose medium term contracts and leasehold ownership. But leverage choices cannot explain all of the variation in the data. In particular, high socioeconomic status borrowers could have chosen any contract they desired, but show strong preferences for short-term contracts. The choices of low creditworthiness borrowers is also hard to explain through leverage. These borrowers likely would have taken out a medium term contract if a lender were willing, but found it difficult to access anything except short-term frequently amortized contracts.
Depression experience
This section briefly discusses the large economic shocks that affected the mortgage market during the Great Depression, and the associated institutional changes that took place in the market. These events are key background for understanding contract choice in 1940, which is analyzed in the next section.
The combination of lower house prices and reduced incomes during the Depression years led to a wave of foreclosures across the country. Fishback, Rose, and Snowden (2013) Across contract types, Table 15 shows that foreclosure rates were highest on short-term contracts with frequent amortization. These results should not be interpreted causally, especially since this paper shows strong selection of borrowers into different contracts. For example, the higher rate of foreclosure on short-term contracts with frequent amortization likely reflects a combination of factors, including the risky nature of those contracts, the fragile business models of lenders who wrote those contracts, and the relatively poor creditworthiness of the borrowers who took out those contracts.
In response to this foreclosure crisis, the federal government responded by setting up a number of new institutions in quick succession to shore up the home mortgage market. In 1931, the Fed- To the home owner the short-term first mortgage has caused almost as much distress as the second mortgage. When a short-term mortgage comes due in hard times, the lending institution usually refuses to renew or else demands a substantial reduction of principal. As this demand is made at the very time when the home owner is least able to make that reduction, foreclosure is frequently the only alternative. This situation works a hardship also on the entire real estate market, for foreclosures and inability to borrow on real estate depress the prices of all properties.
Fahey's plans resembled earlier calls for reform, reflecting a long-standing concern by policymakers about short-term contracts. For example, President Hoover convened a conference in 1931, amidst rising foreclosures, to diagnose defects in the American home financing system. The conference report criticized short-term unamortized mortgages for the refinancing risk they exposed borrowers to and recommended that all borrowers consider longer-term fully amortized contracts.
Yet, consistent with the findings of this paper, the report stopped short of calling for an elimination of short-term loans, as it still admitted that "there are times when short term straight mortgages are necessary" and suggested that borrowers consult with their local mortgage agencies to find the loan that best fits their financial situation (Gries and Ford 1932, pp. 6-7) .
The FHLB and S&L programs encouraged a modest lengthening of loan terms up to about 15 years, and the HOLC directly provided 15-year contracts to all of its borrowers. Overall, the presence of the HOLC and FHA raises issues of interpretation. In 1930, contract choices reflected decisions by borrowers and lenders, not government policy, whereas in 1940 access to federal programs also affects contract choice. HOLC borrowers were a specific group whose loans were in danger of foreclosure between 1933 to 1936 and were able to qualify for HOLC refinancing. Other borrowers may not have had the same access to 15-year contracts from non-HOLC sources, and therefore the presence of the HOLC would have changed the relationship between borrower characteristics and contract choice. Likewise, the FHA selected certain borrowers. Its underwriting criteria were notoriously racist, favored suburban style detached houses over urban rowhouses, and targeted newly constructed homes in particular.
1940 Analysis
The 1940 analysis follows the same framework for modeling mortgage contract choice as in the 1930 analysis. As a baseline, I group together medium and long term contracts, given the small number of the latter and for comparability with the 1930 analysis. Simple comparisons of borrower characteristics across contracts in Figure 5 show a fairly broad shift toward longer-term contracts across the various socioeconomic characteristics. However, the cross-sectional patterns generally remain the same. The new 1940 data on education and income add new dimensions to the analysis, with better-educated and higher-income borrowers more likely to use short-term contracts with infrequent amortization.
The results from the probit models in Table 19 likewise continue to show that borrowers with markers of higher socioeconomic status had a higher probability of a short-term contract with no or infrequent amortization. In particular, the newly available education variable has strong predictive power, with each additional grade of education associated with a 2 or 3 percentage point change in the probability of short or medium or long term contracts. However, the coefficient magnitudes are generally smaller than in 1930. In column one, the coefficient on log property frontage to 0.12 in 1940 from 0.30 in the similar specification in 1930. In column 2, the coefficient on the number of working adults falls to about zero and loses predictive power. The less pronounced relationships reflect a disproportionate shift in contracts among borrowers at the highest end of the socioeconomic spectrum. Notes: Each column is a separate probit estimation. The table reports the marginal effects on the probability of each column's contract, evaluated at the means of the independent variables. For dummy variables, the table displays the effect of a change from zero to one. This standard errors are clustered at the block level. The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
Finally, in terms of race, the 1940 data show similar patterns as the 1930 data. In the raw data, black borrowers continued to make much more use of short-term contracts with frequent amortization compared to other borrowers, and are much less likely to use short-term contracts with infrequent amortization. The regression results again suggest that, even after controlling for other socioeconomic characteristics, black borrowers were about 7 percentage points less likely to use short term contracts with infrequent amortization. Notes: Each column reports the marginal effect on the probability of that contract. The standard errors are clustered at the block level. The symbols ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels.
Conclusion
The sample of mortgage loans used in this paper represents an advancement in economic historians' ability to analyze mortgage contracts historically. Its main limitation, though, is the inclusion of loans from only one city, Baltimore. The external validity of the results, therefore, depends on the extent to which other cities resembled Baltimore's mortgage market.
Compared to the country as a whole, Baltimore in the interwar period had a particularly good supply of medium-term fully amortized loans, a key source of which were building and loan associations. To compare Baltimore with other cities, the best data available come from a survey of borrowers in twenty-two cities, conducted in 1934 and reported in Wickens (1937) . These data can only be loosely compared to the 1930 data on Baltimore, since major changes took place in 
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These data suggest that Baltimore should be considered representative of cities that featured wide availability of medium-term fully amortized mortgages. (Even then, Baltimore featured some subtle differences. Other cities with significant amounts of medium-term loans tended to feature slightly longer 10-15 year contracts compared to the 8-10 year contracts in Baltimore.) In other cities, short term contracts were used much more widely. Therefore, while the use of short-term unamortized contracts in Baltimore was particularly associated with the socioeconomic elite, in other cities a wider set of borrowers may have used such contracts. If so, refinancing risk may have been a more widespread problem in these cities as lenders came under pressure during the Depression, since the set of borrowers using short-term contracts may have included more borrowers with average or low creditworthiness. Data from other cities more dominated by short-term contracts would be especially valuable in rounding out this dimension of the 1920s mortgage market, and in understanding the basis for the strong federal move away from short-term contracts after the Depression.
